
True to Life Get the Full Picture

Full Training Options Flexible Hardware Options

The GlobalSim Tower crane model is detailed to 
simulate a rotatable cantilever jib on top of a steel-
work tower used on building sites where the opera-
tor needs to command a good view of the site. It is 
designed for all king of high building or high structure 
construction. 

The Tower Crane is also used in the maritime indus-
try for loading and unloading boat merchandises. 
Train crane operators for specific challenges such as 
certification courses or dangerous emergency situa-
tions, which would be impractical to recreate using live 
equipment.

Take advantage of true training flexibility by building 
and editing training scenarios to meet your particular 
needs. Change attachments, select tasks and even 
control environmental factors such as weather, wind, 
and time of day.

GlobalSim’s advanced simulation systems offer 
the most realistic virtual training available. With             
several platforms to choose from and the option to 
have interchangeable control consoles, GlobalSim 
can provide a training  solution for specific               
configurations of any equipment.
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 » Variable crane height

 » Maximum lift capacity: 16,000 kg

 » Maximum radius: 70 m

 » Virtual Reality (VR) headset providing full 
360 views and depth perception

 » 4K high-resolution visual system

 » Full-featured student station with real 
controls matching the actual equipment

 » Optional motion system providing correct 
cues for advanced training

 » Instructor station application for monitoring 
and controlling training sessions

 » Scenario editor for creating an unlimited 
number of new exercises

 » Training Management System for storing 
performance records and evaluating 
improvement

 » After Action Review Application for training 
session feedback

 » View Specs and Info Sheet View 
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